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Abstract
This paper addresses the existing research and adds another aspect of functionality by incorporating pertinent
sensor nodes to provide a dynamic location discovery and estimation. The software used provides an easy graphical user interface to visualize a particular location in accordance with geographical latitude and longitude.
A simple real time location estimation technique is worked out for wireless sensor networks based on manual
deployment of sensors. The proposed scheme finds more efficient solutions with less quantity of sensors as
compared to existing deployment schemes. The set up is evaluated exclusively in real environments using
IRIS sensor nodes supported by a global positioning system module to provide visualization of an outdoor
location. The results are offered by Google Earth application.
Keywords: Wireless Sensor Network (WSN), Global Positioning System (GPS), Localization, Sensor Node,
IRIS Sensor

1. Introduction
Wireless sensor networks have been identified as one of
the most prominent technologies for the 21st century [1].
With upcoming advancements, sensor networks find more
prosperous grounds to spread in areas where traditional
networks fail or are inadequate. They find applications in
a variety of areas such as climate monitoring, military
use, industry and sensing information from inhospitable
locations. Sensor networks are also being used for conditional based maintenance, surveillance, computer augmentation and inventory tracking. Many other applications are
yet to appear when the technology will become more
widely available. Unlike other networks, sensor networks
depend on deployment of sensors over a physical location to fulfill a desired task. Dense deployments imply
the use of hundreds or thousands of sensor nodes in small
areas with tight coupling within their environments to
ensure effective coverage range in a geographical field.
Sensor networks also have various computational constraints like range management, topology selection, power
consumption and node localization. Although a lot of research is being conducted, there are several open issues
for sensor networks such as signal processing [2], deployment [3], operating cost, localization and location esCopyright © 2011 SciRes.

timation, since the potential for sensor networks in diverse
fields has been realized, various software frameworks are
being developed to make deployments relatively easy in
terms of configuration, maintenance and usability.
In this paper we present a solution for estimating the
location of sensor nodes in a manually framed WSN by
using Mote View 2.0.1F software. The software has a
complete computational stack and provides a reliable IRIS
sensor platform for monitoring the location of the manually placed nodes in terms of latitude and longitude
values. The software architecture provides a customized
application with minimum errors. The nodes are executed
on a computer through a gateway connected to it. The
system is also equipped with Google Earth application for
enabling visualization.
The IRIS sensor nodes have open access to the outdoor environment as they are placed manually on a roof
top of a building; the exact location of the building or site
is obtained in terms of relative latitude and longitude. Indoor applications are not successful as the system requires massive optimization to minimize performance degradation due to walls and other objects found in indoor
environments because of the use of a GPS device. This
paper strongly focuses on localization and suggests a simple solution to localize sensors in a manually deployed
WSN
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WSN.

2. Related Work and Background
Recent research in WSNs strongly focuses on sensing
applications, unlike the applications that were proposed
in the previous years. The current perspective to deploy
sensors manually is used in several projects for real system deployments [4]. Our proposed solution has minimum overhead and it is cost effective interfacing between different networks is gaining importance as research on WSNs related software environments is being
pursued during the last few years [5]. There are sources
providing references to a number of related solutions,
some of these approaches are quite similar to small sensor networks with large systems. However, most of the
existing softwares deal with respective application scenarios and target domains. They choose a different architecture for solving similar problems like fault detection and configuration of the network in real time [6].
Some configurations follow an N-tier architecture [7,8]
while others extend this concept using a peer-to-peer
logic [9] recently, BSPA was presented, in which some
nodes in the network are first selected and then formed
into a backbone network [10]. Methods to adjust the
directions overlap with the local coordinate systems and
an approach to merge them has also been proposed to
resolve the ambiguities. A graphical virtual instrumentation development platform to check data flow and interface for real time data processing has also been proposed [11].
For industrial and academic research, the inherent interaction between sensor networks and the physical world
makes location awareness as one of the essential services
for emerging applications such as location based directory service [12] and entity tracking [13]. In addition to
the above work, a solution of walking GPS [14] is suggested for use in real manual deployments of sensors to
evaluate the localization performance but projects some

errors within the range of few meters. In view of the
above cited limitations that are exhibited by current localization techniques, we have proposed a practical solution to provide better accuracy in a running network with
less complexity, minimum sensors and meek cost.

3. System Description and Overview
The architecture of WSN, as shown in Figure 1, consists of spatially distributed sensor nodes, which form a
multihop network to measure the parameters of interest
within the application domain. They communicate it to a
sink node or base station for access by the end user. Software framework developed, makes deployments relatively easy to configure and maintain. Mote View 2.0.1F addresses this issue of location estimation in a fine grained
fashion, having a set of tools to control the network and
provide data related to latitude and longitude. As described earlier, a network of self powered IRIS sensor
nodes is deployed in a three-dimensional space. A monitoring or a sink node is responsible for collection of data
reports form individual sensor nodes is directly connected with a personal computer. We do not assume any
specific routing or MAC protocol [15] for this network,
hence each node along with the sink, which has a unique
ID, and knows its location within the network. The nodes
configured in the network allow data transmission in hops
from one node to the other within the network and finally
to the base station or sink connected with the computer.
The transmission from nodes to the sink can take any possible path, because if any node fails or disables, the data
flow is not interrupted. Mote View 2.0.1F developed by
Crossbow [16] is used to program the nodes for displaying the real time data to estimate the location using
Google Earth application, an online available software
tool.

Figure 1. System description of a manually deployed wireless sensor network.
Copyright © 2011 SciRes.
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4. Performance Evaluation and Deployment

5. Experimental Results

A self-powered IRIS sensor node consists of a mote
(processor and radio) and a sensor board, programmed
with a unique node ID, is enclosed in casings and physically placed at different locations. A laptop or a personal
computer interfaced to gateway (MIB520) provides data
connectivity to the server through a port. The IRIS sensor platform provides a wider coverage area, low power
consumption and better optimization for several other
applications and is based on IEEE 802.15.4 compliant
radios.
With an internet connection available, the user can
control the system remotely from any location as the
nodes are programmed and capable to transmit message
packets with a header. The program running on the server collects and displays information of interest to the user
through a wireless link. In order to achieve real time live
data from sensor nodes, the base station has an inbuilt
GPS antenna to transmit the real time information of latitude and longitude points of the nodes placed on the rooftop of the building. The gateway also allows bidirectional communication to organize the current information of
a specific geographic location (longitude and latitude).
To visualize the location in a 3D space, altitude can also
be incorporated as a third parameter but is not automatically generated by the software under use, since most
environments use 2D representations, due to the advantage of simultaneous display and network spanning across
individual buildings.

The Mote View platform [17] enabled to administer the
nodes in terms of specific values for latitude and longitude. The deployed IRIS sensor motes with sensing
modalities monitored the exact geographical location of
the individual building in terms of relative positions for
latitude as 28˚29'2217" N and longitude as 79˚49'4267"
E. The specific location of the site in instantaneous time
span and spatial form was correctly visualized with
Google Earth application through the site’s satellite image with live data. The satellite image of the site where
the wireless sensor network was tested can be seen in Figure 2. A perfect match between the deployment location and relative geographical position was observed.
However localization errors are not provided due to irregular deployments and device limitations.

6. Conclusions and Future Scope of Work
The technique to deploy sensor nodes manually is currently used in several projects, and there are scenarios of
real system deployments, where manual deployment is
the only solution. Results show that the deployed nodes
estimate their relative latitude and longitude positions for
a reference point. The average localization error is mainly
due to the limitations of the devices used, because for location information, the nodes completely rely on the global positioning system and localizing themselves in the
middle of their proximate placements or reference points.

Figure 2. Screen shot image of the site obtained through Google Earth application.
Copyright © 2011 SciRes.
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In future, performance evaluation and scalability will be
done through simulation. The experience from the current deployment of the sensors can be used further to
address the aerial deployment. Considering the rate, altitude, and trajectory of sensor nodes the actual location
information at the time of initial deployment, can also be
obtained using our solution, giving a starting point towards a better and precise localization scheme. The authors are working towards making it more common and
adaptable for other user communities also.
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